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1. INTRODUCTION

At present, composites with magnetoactive barriers
separating superconductors (

 

S

 

) have been extensively
investigated both theoretically [1–5] and experimen-
tally [6–16]. Beginning with the pioneering works by
Bulaevskii et al. [17, 18], who predicted remarkable
effects accompanying the formation of 

 

π

 

 bonds
between superconductors, special attention has been
focused on Josephson junctions of the 

 

S

 

–

 

F

 

–

 

S

 

 type,
where 

 

F

 

 stands for the material with magnetic ordering
(ferromagnet or ferrimagnet). Moreover, particular
interest has been expressed by researchers in the study
of suppression of the superconducting properties of
these Josephson junctions due to the scattering of Coo-
per pairs by magnetic moments in barriers [19–21]. In
turn, this phenomenon can lead to complete suppres-
sion of the Josephson coupling [19, 20]. Furthermore,
superconductor–insulator composites are characterized
by a giant magnetoresistance effect [22], which can
have practical applications.

For the most part, experimental works dealing with
the investigation of 

 

S

 

–

 

F

 

–S composites have been per-
formed using low-temperature superconductors. Dilute
ferromagnetic metals and alloys serve as 

 

F

 

 interlayers
[6–12]. It should be noted that the preparation of struc-
tures based on high-temperature superconductors is a
complex technological problem because of the high
chemical reactivity of these materials and the necessity
of producing very thin (several angstroms or several
tens of angstroms) barriers between superconductors. It
is clear that, in this case, the use of oxide materials in
order to produce Josephson barriers is preferable [15,
16, 22].

The two-phase composites based on high-tempera-
ture superconductors can be considered as a network of
weak links of the Josephson type [23–26]. It is worth
noting that grain boundaries in high-temperature super-
conductor polycrystals are responsible for the Joseph-
son coupling [27], whereas their role in composites is
played by a nonsuperconducting component [23–26].
In our earlier papers [24–26], we demonstrated that the
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Abstract

 

—The transport properties of two-phase composites consisting of a high-temperature superconductor
and a nonsuperconducting component with magnetic ordering are analyzed. These composites are considered
as a network of “superconductor–magnetoactive insulator–superconductor” weak links of the Josephson type.
Substituted garnets Y

 

3

 

(Al

 

1 

 

−

 

 

 

x

 

Fe

 

x

 

)

 

5

 

O

 

12

 

 (

 

x

 

 = 0, …, 1.0) are used as a magnetoactive component. The composites
under investigation contain 92.5 vol % Y

 

3/4

 

Lu

 

1/4

 

Ba

 

2

 

Cu

 

3

 

O

 

7

 

 (the high-temperature superconductor) and 7.5 vol %
Y

 

3

 

(Al

 

1 

 

−

 

 

 

x

 

Fe

 

x

 

)

 

5

 

O

 

12

 

 (

 

x

 

 = 0, …, 1.0). It is shown that an increase in the iron content in the Y

 

3

 

(Al

 

1 

 

−

 

 

 

x

 

Fe

 

x

 

)

 

5

 

O

 

12

 

 garnet
leads to a reduction of the Josephson coupling strength: the temperature range in which the electrical resistance
of the composites is equal to zero is reduced, and the critical current density at a temperature of 4.2 K decreases
exponentially. For composites in which the iron content in the Y

 

3

 

(Al

 

1 

 

−

 

 

 

x

 

Fe

 

x

 

)

 

5

 

O

 

12

 

 garnet is higher than 0.1, the
temperature dependence of the electrical resistance 

 

R

 

(

 

T

 

) at temperatures below the transition point 

 

T

 

C

 

 of high-
temperature superconductor crystallites has a portion in the range 

 

T

 

m

 

–

 

T

 

C

 

 where the resistance 

 

R

 

(

 

T

 

) is indepen-
dent of the transport current and the magnetic field strength. Below the temperature 

 

T

 

m

 

, the dependences of the
electrical resistance 

 

R

 

(

 

T

 

) of the composites are nonlinear functions of the current and involve a considerable
contribution from magnetoresistance. This behavior is characteristic of a network of Josephson junctions. The
temperature 

 

T

 

m

 

 decreases with an increase in the iron content in the Y

 

3

 

(Al

 

1 

 

−

 

 

 

x

 

Fe

 

x

 

)

 

5

 

O

 

12

 

 garnet. The appearance
of the above feature in the temperature dependences of the electrical resistance 

 

R

 

(

 

T

 

) is interpreted as complete
suppression of the Josephson coupling in the temperature range above 

 

T

 

m

 

 due to the interaction of supercurrent
carrier pairs with magnetic moments of iron atoms in the dielectric barriers separating high-temperature super-
conductor grains.
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transport characteristics of high-temperature supercon-
ductor composites, such as the temperature depen-
dences of the electrical resistance 

 

R

 

(

 

T

 

) and the critical
current density 

 

j

 

C

 

(

 

T

 

), as well as the current–voltage
characteristics, reflect the main features of supercurrent
carrier transfer through a single Josephson junction
with an effective thickness. In this respect, investigation
into the transport properties of composites containing
nonsuperconducting components of different types is
of considerable scientific interest and can provide
deeper insight into the mechanism of current flow
through Josephson junctions based on high-tempera-
ture superconductors. In our previous work [28], we
analyzed the influence of magnetic scattering centers in
the nonsuperconducting component (i.e., in barriers
separating high-temperature superconductor crystal-
lites) on the transport properties of high-temperature
superconductor + CuNiO composites. Recent studies of
high-temperature superconductor composites contain-
ing the NiTiO

 

3

 

 paramagnetic [29] and Y

 

3

 

Fe

 

5

 

O

 

12

 

 ferri-
magnetic [26] compounds have revealed that, in the
temperature range 

 

T

 

m

 

–

 

T

 

C

 

 (

 

T

 

m

 

 < 

 

T

 

C

 

, where 

 

T

 

C

 

 is the crit-
ical temperature of high-temperature superconductor
crystallites), the electrical resistance is independent of
the transport current and the magnetic field strength;
i.e., the Josephson coupling is completely suppressed
as a result of the interaction (scattering) of Cooper pairs
and magnetic moments in barriers. By contrast, in the
temperature range 

 

T

 

 < 

 

T

 

m

 

, the current–voltage charac-
teristics are nonlinear functions (the critical current
exists at low temperatures) and the materials possess a
high magnetoresistance [26, 29]. Investigation into the
influence of the ferrimagnet–paramagnet–diamagnet
transformations in the material of dielectric barriers
separating high-temperature superconductor crystal-
lites on the transport properties of the composites is a
logical continuation of our earlier studies [26, 28, 29].
In the present work, we prepared composites contain-
ing a high-temperature superconductor and substituted
garnets of the general formula Y

 

3/4

 

Lu

 

1/4

 

Ba

 

2

 

Cu

 

3

 

O

 

7

 

 +
Y

 

3

 

(Al

 

1 

 

−

 

 

 

x

 

Fe

 

x

 

)

 

5

 

O

 

12

 

 and examined their transport proper-
ties. The content of iron ions substituting for aluminum
ions in the garnet lattice was chosen so that the mean
distance between the iron ions (more precisely, the
position of the maximum in the distribution function of
the distances between the iron ions) was a multiple of
the lattice constant of the garnet. Primary attention was
concentrated on the change in the Josephson coupling
strength and, as a consequence, in the behavior of the
temperature dependences of the electrical resistance

 

R

 

(

 

T), the critical current density jC, and the temperature
Tm upon substitution of iron for aluminum in the alumi-
num garnet.

2. SAMPLE PREPARATION 
AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Garnets of the general formula Y3(Al1 − xFex)5O12 at
iron contents x = 0, 0.003, 0.025, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.30,
0.40, 0.60, 0.80, and 1.00 were synthesized from the
Y2O3, Fe3O4, and Al(OH)3 compounds at temperatures
in the range 1000–1450°C for 320 h with seven inter-
mediate grindings. It turned out that the x-ray powder
diffraction patterns of the composites with intermediate
iron contents x = 0.6 and 0.3 exhibit only the reflections
attributed to the garnet structure. The lattice constant
increases linearly from 11.9 Å at x = 0 to 12.3 Å at an
iron content x = 1.0 upon substitution of iron for alumi-
num.

The polycrystalline high-temperature superconduc-
tor Y3/4Lu1/4Ba2Cu3O7 was prepared using the standard
ceramic technique. The composites were synthesized
according to the rapid sintering procedure described in
[24–26] under heat treatment at a temperature of 910°C
for 2 min and then at a temperature of 350°C for 3 h [26].
The procedure used made it possible to prepare the two-
phase composites and to minimize the possible chemical
interaction of the yttrium high-temperature supercon-
ductor with the garnet. This was confirmed by the results
of x-ray diffraction and magnetic measurements. By this
means, we prepared composites containing 92.5 vol %
Y3/4Lu1/4Ba2Cu3O7 (the high-temperature superconduc-
tor) and 7.5 vol % Y3(Al1 − xFex)5O12. All the composites
were synthesized in the same experimental cycle in order
to exclude the influence of random factors on the physi-
cal properties. It what follows, the composite samples
will be designated as S + GR(Fe, x), where x is the iron
content in the Y3(Al1 − xFex)5O12 garnet.

The magnetic properties of the components were
measured on a vibrating-sample magnetometer [30].
The temperature dependences of the electrical resis-
tance R(T) and the current–voltage characteristics were
measured by the conventional four-point probe method.
The samples were cut from the synthesized pellets in
the form of parallelepipeds 1.5 × 1.5 × 8.0 mm in size.
The scatter in the electrical resistivity and the critical
current density from sample to sample cut from the
same pellet did not exceed 2%; i.e., it was determined
by the accuracy in measuring the geometric parameters
of the sample. The cross-sectional area and the distance
between the potential contacts were identical for all
samples. For this reason, the data on the electrical resis-
tance and the transport current are given in units of Ω
and mA, respectively. The critical current density jC

was determined from the initial portion of the current–
voltage characteristic in accordance with a standard cri-
terion of 1 µV/cm [31]. The magnetic field H was
applied perpendicular to the direction of the transport
current j through the sample.
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3. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES 
OF THE Y3(Al1 − xFex)5O12 GARNETS

The Y3(Al1 − xFex)5O12 garnets were characterized
using magnetic measurements. The field dependences
of the magnetization M(H) for a number of garnets are
plotted in Fig. 1. The dependences M(H) for the sam-
ples at iron contents x = 1.0 and 0.8 (Fig. 1a) are char-
acteristic of ferrimagnets. The saturation magnetization
and the magnetic moments per iron atom coincide with
those obtained in [32–35]. Upon further substitution of
iron for aluminum in the concentration range 0.1 < x <
0.8, the dependences M(H) correspond to a superposition
of the ferrimagnetic and paramagnetic phases. It is worth
noting that, since the samples have a single-phase com-
position according to the x-ray diffraction data, these
magnetic phases coexist in the garnets. The typical
dependences M(H) in the above concentration range are
depicted in Figs. 1b and 1c. The magnetization M(H)
increases drastically in weak fields and then smoothly

reaches saturation in the field range 10–60 kOe. The
remanent magnetization observed at H = 0 decreases
with a decrease in the iron content x. The dependences
for the samples at x = 0.6 and 0.4 exhibit a fairly wide
hysteresis loop similar to that observed by Grasset et al.
[34]. A decrease in the iron content x brings about an
increase in the contribution from the paramagnetic
phase and, accordingly, a decrease in the contribution
from the ferrimagnetic phase. For the garnets at x =
0.30 and 0.15, the field dependences of the magnetiza-
tion M(H) involve an insignificant contribution from
the ferrimagnetic phase. This can be clearly seen from
Fig. 1c, which shows the field dependence of the mag-
netization M(H) for the sample with x = 0.3 at 77 K (at
this temperature, the paramagnetic contribution in mag-
netic fields up to ~10 kOe is linearly proportional to the
magnetic field strength). It is known that, upon substi-
tution of aluminum for iron, Al3+ ions predominantly
occupy tetrahedral positions and the occupancy of octa-
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hedral positions by Al3+ ions is considerably lower [32,
35, 36]. This leads to a faster decrease in the saturation
magnetization as compared to the case where the octa-
hedral and tetrahedral positions are occupied in propor-
tion to their number in the garnet lattice [32, 36].

As was previously shown by Chen et al. [37] and
Rotman [38] with the use of EPR spectroscopy, the gar-
nets become paramagnets when the iron content is
rather low (x � 1) and antiferromagnetic ordering is
absent. The field dependences of the magnetization
M(H) for our samples at iron contents x ≤ 0.1 are typical
of paramagnets (Fig. 1d) and can be adequately
described by the Brillouin function. For the sample at
x = 0.003, the saturation magnetization per iron atom is
approximately equal to ≈5.2µB (where µB is the Bohr
magneton), which is close to the value for a free iron
atom (~4.9–5.4µB) [39].

The analysis of the temperature dependences of the
magnetization M(T) for the synthesized garnets has
confirmed the above inferences. For the samples at x ≤
0.1, the temperature dependences of the reciprocal of
the magnetization are fitted fairly well by straight lines
(Fig. 2). Although the extrapolation of the dependences
M–1(T) to M–1 = 0 leads to an antiferromagnetic order-
ing temperature of ≈–30 K, this result is not surprising
because the Y3Fe5O12 initial compound is a ferrimag-
net. It was also found that the Curie temperature deter-
mined from the dependence M(T) for the sample at x =
0.6 is approximately equal to 213 K, which is close to
the Curie temperatures obtained in [32, 34]. The Curie
temperature for the sample at x = 0.8 is equal to 430 K
[32].

Thus, the analysis of the results obtained from the
magnetic measurements of the nonsuperconducting
components of the composites has confirmed that the
synthesized samples are solid solutions with a structure
of the Y3(Al1 − xFex)5O12 garnet. The garnets at x = 1.0
and 0.8 are ferrimagnets. The samples at an iron content
in the range 0.1 < x < 0.8 contain a mixture of the ferri-
magnetic and paramagnetic phases. The samples at x ≤
0.1 are paramagnets.

4. TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 
OF THE Y3/4Lu1/4Ba2Cu3O7 + Y3(Al1 − xFex)5O12 

COMPOSITES

In our previous work [26], it was demonstrated that,
at temperatures above the temperature TC, the tempera-
ture dependences of the electrical resistance R(T) for
composites containing the Y3Al5O12 and Y3Fe5O12 gar-
nets exhibit a quasi-semiconductor behavior. This cir-
cumstance is associated with the fact that the nonsuper-
conducting component is an insulator and that the
transport current flows through the conducting compo-
nent and tunnels through the nonconducting compo-
nent. All the composites synthesized in the present
work possess similar properties and are characterized
by the ratio R(100 K)/R(300 K) ~ 1.5.

The temperature dependences of the electrical resis-
tance R(T) for a number of composites in the tempera-
ture range 4.2–100 K are plotted in Fig. 3. For compos-
ites with the nonmagnetic dielectrics CuO [24],
MgTiO3 [29], and Y3Al5O12 [26], the dependences R(T)
at temperatures below the temperature TC are described
in the framework of the Ambegaokar–Halperin model
[40] accounting for thermal fluctuations in a Josephson
junction. Let us analyze the temperature dependences
of the electrical resistance R(T). For all of the compos-
ites, the resistance R exhibits an abrupt jump at TC =
93.5 K with a jump width of ≈2 K. This corresponds to a
transition of high-temperature superconductor crystal-
lites to the superconducting state. The next portion in the
temperature dependence R(T) below the temperature TC1
= 91.5 K reflects a transition of the network of Josephson
junctions to the state with zero resistance. Previously, it
was shown that this stage of the resistive transition of the
composites is determined by the material (metal, insula-
tor) forming the Josephson junction [24–26, 28, 29]. In
Fig. 4, the superconducting transition is illustrated in
detail by using the S + GR(Fe 0) and S + GR(Fe 0.4) sam-
ples as examples. For the S + GR(Fe 0) sample (Figs. 3h,
4a), the temperature range below the temperature TC

can be separated into two portions: the range TC0–TC1
(where TC1 ~ 91.5 K and TC0 is the temperature above
which the electrical resistance appears and the critical
current disappears) and the range T < TC0. In the range
T < TC0, the composites possess a critical current (see
below) and an increase in the transport current and the
application of a magnetic field lead to a shift in the tem-
perature of disappearance of the electrical resistance
toward the low-temperature range. In the range TC0–TC1,
the current–voltage characteristics emerge from the ori-
gin of the coordinates (jC = 0) and represent nonlinear
functions of the current. This situation is illustrated in
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependences of the reciprocal of the
magnetization M–1(T) for the Y3(Al1 − xFex)5O12 garnets
with iron contents x = 0.025, 0.050, and 0.100.
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependences of the electrical resistance R(T) of the 92.5 vol % Y3/4Lu1/4Ba2Cu3O7 + 7.5 vol %
Y3(Al1 − xFex)5O12 composites [S + GR(Fe x)] with iron contents x = 1.0, 0.8, 0.4, 0.3, 0.15, 0.1, and 0.025 in the temperature range
T = 4.2–100 K at different transport currents j (indicated in the figures). For all samples, TC0 = 93.5 K and TC1 = 91.5 K.
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Fig. 3h and the inset to Fig. 4a, which show the depen-
dences R(T) at different transport currents (the inset to
Fig. 4a shows the dependences R(T) in the immediate
vicinity of the temperature TC1 on an enlarged scale). It
can also be seen from Fig. 4a that the applied magnetic
field brings about an increase in the electrical resistance
of the composite in both temperature ranges TC0–TC1

and T < TC0. A strong magnetic field (10, 60 kOe) leads

to a smearing of the superconducting transition in high-
temperature superconductor crystallites, and this effect
is comparable to that observed for single-crystal sam-
ples. A similar behavior of the dependences R(T, j, H)
is also characteristic of composites with low iron con-
tents, such as S + GR(Fe 0.03), S + GR(Fe 0.025)
(Fig. 3g), S + GR(Fe 0.05), and S + GR(Fe 0.1)
(Fig. 3f).
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A different situation is observed for composites with
an iron content x = 0.15 and higher. As can be seen from
Figs. 3a–3e and 4b, not two but three portions in the
ranges Tm–TC1, TC0–Tm, and T < TC0 (the corresponding
characteristic temperatures are presented in Fig. 4b)
can be distinguished in the dependences R(T). In the
range from temperature TC1 to temperature Tm, the elec-
trical resistance does not depend on the transport cur-
rent. Moreover, the applied magnetic field (up to sev-
eral kilooersteds) in this temperature range likewise
does not affect the dependence R(T). Only at tempera-
tures below the temperature Tm characteristic of the given
composite do the dependences R(T) become functions of
the current (Figs. 3a–3e) and the magnetic field strength
(Fig. 4b). For all of the composites with magnetoac-
tive components, except for the S + GR(Fe 1.0) com-
posite, it is possible to distinguish the third temperature
range T < TC0. On the whole, the transport properties of
the composites in this range are similar to those for the
sample with pure aluminum garnet S + GR(Fe 0).

It should be noted that the nonlinearity of the cur-
rent–voltage characteristics (even at jC = 0) and the
magnetoresistance are the specific features and integral
characteristics of the Josephson effect for both a single
junction and a network of junctions. Therefore, the fact
that the temperature dependence of the electrical resis-
tance involves a portion in which the electrical resis-
tance depends neither on the transport current nor on
the magnetic field strength can be interpreted as com-
plete suppression of the Josephson coupling in the tem-
perature range under consideration. When supercurrent
carriers tunnel through magnetoactive interlayers sepa-
rating high-temperature superconductor grains, Cooper
pairs interact with magnetic moments localized in bar-
riers. This interaction tends to destroy a Cooper pair (to
align the spins of supercurrent carriers in parallel). The
Josephson coupling energy and the exchange energy of

Fig. 4. Temperature dependences of the electrical resistance
R(T) of the 92.5 vol % Y3/4Lu1/4Ba2Cu3O7 + 7.5 vol %
Y3(Al1 − xFex)5O12 composites with iron contents x = (a) 0
and (b) 0.4 in the temperature range T = 4.2–100 K at dif-
ferent strengths of the applied magnetic field.
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this interaction compete with each other. Kuplevakhskiœ
and Fal’ko [19] theoretically proved that, at a critical
thickness dC of the dielectric barrier (and, naturally, at
d > dC), the Josephson coupling between two supercon-
ductors disappears; i.e., the energy gap in the barrier
region becomes equal to zero because of the scattering
of Cooper pairs by the magnetic moments in the barrier.
Recall that the Josephson coupling energy is propor-
tional to the energy gap. Therefore, as the temperature
decreases, an increasing number of carriers transfer to
a superconducting condensate and the Josephson cou-
pling at a specific temperature begins to dominate over
the mechanism of destruction of Cooper pairs due to the
interaction with magnetic moments. In our opinion, the
experimentally observed temperature Tm characteristic
of the majority of composites containing iron in the gar-
net is a critical temperature below which the Josephson
coupling energy becomes higher than the energy of the
interaction between the magnetic moments of iron ions
and Cooper pairs.

The effective geometric thickness d of the barriers
depends on the volume concentration of the nonsuper-
conducting component [23, 25]. In our previous paper
[26], we demonstrated that the temperature Tm depends

on the volume concentration of the Y3Fe5O12 compo-
nent in the composites (i.e., on the effective thickness
d) and decreases with an increase in the effective thick-
ness d. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the temperature
Tm shifts toward the high-temperature range as iron is
replaced by aluminum in the Y3(Al1 − xFex)5O12 garnet.
Therefore, the degree of substitution of aluminum
atoms for magnetoactive iron atoms in the
Y3(Al1 − xFex)5O12 garnet affects the specific tempera-
ture Tm. The temperature Tm decreases with an increase
in the iron content x. The dependence of the width of
the temperature range ∆Td = TC1 – Tm on the iron con-
tent x in the Y3(Al1 − xFex)5O12 material of barriers
between high-temperature superconductor grains is
shown in Fig. 5a. At x = 0.15, the width of the temper-
ature range is approximately equal to 2 K. The behavior
of the dependences R(T) for the composites containing
the garnet component with an iron content x = 0.1 or
lower is similar to that of the dependence R(T) for the
composite with the Y3Al5O12 nonmagnetic component.

In our opinion, a similar effect was observed for sin-
gle Josephson junctions with ferromagnetic barriers. In
the pioneering work by Claeson [41], it was shown that
the energy gap in iron barriers in Pb/Fe/Pb junctions is
equal to zero at a temperature T ≈ 0.7 K. Bourgeois et al.
[6, 7] studied Nb/Al/Gd/Al/Nb single junctions. The
temperature dependences R(T) obtained for these mate-
rials also exhibit three portions below the transition tem-
perature of the superconducting boundaries (TC ≈ 7.6 K
for Nb). According to the notation introduced in the
present paper, the characteristic temperatures deter-
mined in [6] are as follows: Tm ≈ 5.2 K and TC0 ≈ 3.2 K
at dGd = 4 nm and Tm ≈ 4.0 K and TC0 ≈1.1 K at dGd =
8 nm.

The content of magnetoactive atoms in the nonsu-
perconducting component also affects the specific
quantities that characterize the Josephson coupling
strength in the S + GR(Fe x) composites. First and fore-
most, we dwell on the dependence of the temperature
TC0 on the iron content x at a fixed volume concentra-
tion of the garnet in the composite (Fig. 5b). This
dependence is monotonic and characterizes the temper-
ature range TC0–TC in which the critical current in the
composite is equal to zero. The influence of the volume
concentration of the nonsuperconducting component
on this parameter of the composites was studied in our
previous work [26]. Now, we consider in greater detail
the dependences R(T, j). For the composites with suffi-
ciently strong Josephson coupling (at low iron contents
x = 0–0.15 in the garnet), an increase in the transport
current from 1 to 20–30 mA leads to a shift of the tem-
perature TC0 toward the low-temperature range by 10–
15 K (Figs. 3e–3h). For the composites with a higher
iron content in the garnet, the same shift of the temper-
ature TC0 is observed for a smaller change in the trans-
port current j: from 1 to 8 mA for the S + GR(Fe 0.3)
composite (Fig. 3d) and from 0.1 to 4.0 mA for the S +
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posites. TC1 = 91.5 K.
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GR(Fe 0.4) composite (Fig. 3c). The dependences R(T)
measured for the composites at x = 0.3 at high transport
current densities indicate that electrical resistance does
not vanish at all.

At temperatures lower than the temperature Tm, the
dependences R(T) obtained for the composites with an
iron content x = 0.15 exhibit a nonmonotonic behavior
(Figs. 3a–3e). As the temperature decreases, the electri-
cal resistance R(T) of these composites increases and
reaches a maximum at a particular temperature. The
positions of the maxima in the dependences R(T) shift
toward the low-temperature range with an increase in
the transport current. This behavior results from the
competition of two mechanisms, namely, the Josephson
tunneling observed in the range below the temperature
Tm (at low currents of 0.1–1.0 mA) and conventional
single-particle tunneling through dielectric interlayers.
It should be noted that the probability of Josephson tun-
neling decreases as the transport current and magnetic
field strength increase. It is evident that an increase in
the transport current leads to transformation of the
composite sample (i.e., the network of Josephson junc-
tions in the composite) into a resistive state and that the
current flow occurs through the single-particle tunnel-
ing mechanism. As was noted above, the Josephson
tunneling mechanism becomes dominant over the other
mechanism with a decrease in the temperature and the
resistance of the sample begins to decrease. In other
words, the dependence of the electrical resistance for
the composite in the resistive state, in which the Joseph-
son coupling is suppressed, exhibits a semiconductor
behavior, as is the case in the range above the tempera-
ture TC.

Figure 6 depicts the current–voltage characteristics
of the S + GR(Fe 0.4) composite at different tempera-
tures. These current–voltage characteristics illustrate
the resistive state of the composite. At temperatures

below the temperature TC0, the current–voltage charac-
teristics involve portions with U = 0 (which indicates
the presence of the critical current). The nonlinear por-
tion is observed with an increase in the current. At cur-
rents of 15–20 mA, the voltage drop depends almost
linearly on the current. This means that Josephson links
virtually transform into the normal state under the cur-
rent. It is at these transport currents j that the depen-
dences R(T) obtained for the composites at low temper-
atures exhibit a semiconductor behavior. This behavior
is observed in the range above the temperatures TC and
Tm. At temperatures higher than the temperature TC0 (in
the range TC0 < T < Tm), the current–voltage character-
istics U(j) emerge from the origin of the coordinates
(jC = 0) and, in the initial portion, are nonlinear func-
tions of the current. At temperatures of 70 K (T > Tm)
and 100 K (T > TC), the current–voltage characteristics
are linear functions. For high current densities, the
slopes of the current–voltage characteristics U(j) are
larger at low temperatures. This confirms the results
obtained in the analysis of the temperature depen-
dences of the electrical resistance R(T).

The dependence of the critical current density on the
iron content in the nonsuperconducting component of
the composites at 4.2 K is plotted in Fig. 7. In the loga-
rithmic coordinates with respect to the critical current
density jC, virtually all points fit a straight line. This
suggests that the critical current density jC is adequately
described by an approximately exponential dependence
jC(x) ~ exp(–x). The exception is provided by the point
at x = 0.8, because the error in the determination of the
critical current density jC increases at low transport cur-
rents. It should be noted that the grain boundaries in the
series of composites under investigation have an equal
effective thickness because the composites contain the
nonsuperconducting component at an identical volume
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concentration and the samples were prepared according
to the same technology under the same conditions.
Therefore, the revealed dependences of the quantities
Tm, TC0, and jC(4.2 K), as well as the behavior of the
dependence R(T) on the transport current as a function
of the iron content x, are governed only by the content
of magnetoactive atoms in the garnet. To the best of our
knowledge, the dependence of the critical current den-
sity for a Josephson junction on the concentration of
magnetoactive atoms embedded in this junction has
never been analyzed theoretically. The experimental
data obtained in this study can serve as the first step
toward understanding the mechanisms of suppression
of weak-coupling high-temperature superconductivity
by magnetic scattering centers that are embedded in the
material of the Josephson junction so that the mean dis-
tances ξ between these centers are multiples of the lat-
tice constant of the insulator.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Thus, the transport properties of a network of
Josephson junctions based on high-temperature super-
conductors with magnetoactive atoms embedded in
barriers were investigated for the first time. In the
Y3/4Lu1/4Ba2Cu3O7 + Y3(Al1 − xFex)5O12 composites
under investigation, an increase in the iron content in
the Y3(Al1 − xFex)5O12 material of barriers separating
high-temperature superconductor crystallites leads to a
reduction of the Josephson coupling strength due to the
destruction of Cooper pairs as a result of the interaction
with magnetic moments of iron atoms. For a particular
iron content x ≥ 0.15, the Josephson coupling is com-
pletely suppressed in the temperature range ∆Td = Tm –
TC1, and this range increases with an increase in the iron
content x.
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